Physical Processes Controlling the Vertical and Longitudinal Distributions of Relative Humidity in the Tropical Tropopause Layer Over the Pacific
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Abstract. The vertical distribution of relative humidity with respect to ice (RHI) in the Boreal wintertime Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL, \(\simeq 14–18\) km) over the Pacific is examined with the extensive dataset of measurements from the NASA Airborne Tropical TRopopause EXperiment (ATTREX). Multiple deployments of the Global Hawk during ATTREX provided hundreds of vertical profiles spanning the longitudinal extent of the Pacific with accurate measurements of temperature, pressure, water vapor concentration, ozone concentration, and cloud properties. We also compare the measured RHI distributions with results from a transport and microphysical model driven by meteorological analysis fields. Notable features in the distribution of RHI versus temperature and longitude include (1) the common occurrence of RHI values near ice saturation over the western Pacific in the lower-middle TTL (temperatures greater than 195 K); (2) low RHI values in the lower TTL over the central and eastern Pacific; (3) common occurrence of RHI values following a constant mixing ratio in the middle-to-upper TTL (temperatures between about 190 and 200 K), particularly for samples with ozone greater than about 50–100 ppbv indicating mixtures of tropospheric and stratospheric air; (4) RHI values typically near ice saturation in the coldest airmasses sampled (temperatures less than about 190 K); and (5) common occurrence of RHI values near 100% across the TTL temperature range in air parcels with low ozone mixing ratio \((O_3 < 50\) ppbv) indicative of recent uplift by deep convection. We suggest that the typically saturated air in the lower TTL over the western Pacific is likely driven by a combination of the frequent occurrence of deep convection and the predominance of radiative heating (rising motion) in this region. The low relative humidities in the central/eastern Pacific lower TTL result from the lack of convective influence, the predominance of subsidence, and the relatively warm temperatures in the region. The nearly-constant water vapor mixing ratios in the middle-to-upper TTL likely result from the combination of slow ascent (resulting in long residence times) and wave driven temperature variability on a range of time scales (resulting in most air parcels having experienced low temperature and dehydration). The numerical simulations generally reproduce the observed RHI distribution features and sensitivity tests further emphasize the strong sensitivities of TTL relative humidity to convective input and vertical motions.

1. Introduction

Water vapor in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) region has a significant impact on the budget of outgoing longwave radiation and climate [Forster and Shine, 2002; Riese et al., 2012], and even small changes in UTLS humidity can modulate tropospheric warming driven by increasing greenhouse gases on decadal time scales [Solomon et al., 2010]. Upper tropospheric humidity is regulated by transport and cirrus cloud processes, and the relative humidity distribution, in turn, determines when and where cirrus form. The physical processes controlling humidity in the Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL; \(\simeq 14–18\) km) are of particular interest because ascent through the TTL is the primary source of air to the stratosphere, and the concentration of H\(_2\)O passing through the tropical tropopause cold trap determines (along with methane oxidation) the humidity of the entire stratosphere.

TTL water vapor concentration can also serve as a useful tracer for transport and cloud processes in the region. Outside of deep convective cloud systems, air in the TTL above about 13–15 km generally ascends slowly in balance with radiative heating, whereas radiative cooling and subsidence prevail below this level [Gettelman et al., 2004]. Given the strong dependence of TTL radiative heating rate on cloud distributions, the heating rate profile varies considerably with season and geographic location [Yang et al., 2010].
Since water vapor mixing ratio is conserved in the absence of cloud formation, the relative humidity increases in rising, cooling air and correspondingly decreases in descending air. Rapid vertical ascent of moisture- and ice-laden air in deep convection provides an important source of water vapor to the TTL, particularly in the lower TTL [Ueyama et al., 2015]. In situ formation of thin cirrus in the upper TTL, primarily driven by transport through cold regions and wave-induced temperature anomalies [Kim et al., 2016], provides a sink for water vapor.

Global satellite measurements of TTL water vapor generally involve broad weighting functions resulting in vertical resolution no better than 2–3 km. The high-altitudes of the TTL make it inaccessible to most research aircraft. Past TTL measurements using hygrometers on specialized, high-altitude aircraft and balloon-borne hygrometers have been relatively sparse [Kley et al., 1982; Kelly et al., 1993; Kley et al., 1997; Weinstock et al., 1994; Vömel et al., 2002; Jensen et al., 2008; Schiller et al., 2009; Krämer et al., 2009], and unresolved discrepancies between water vapor concentrations measured with different instruments have hindered quantitative analyses of TTL relative humidity statistics [Fahey et al., 2014]. The recent Airborne Tropical Tropopause Experiments (ATTREX) provided extensive, accurate, high vertical-resolution measurements of water vapor concentration, temperature, cloud properties, and chemical tracers through the vertical depth of the TTL and spanning the longitudinal extent of the tropical Pacific [Jensen et al., 2016b]. Here, we use this data set to investigate the vertical and longitudinal distributions of TTL relative humidity over the Pacific. Using the data in combination with numerical simulations of TTL transport, cloud formation, and humidity, we investigate the physical processes responsible for establishing the observed relative humidity distributions.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the ATTREX measurements used. Section 3 describes the Pacific TTL meteorological environment, including the climatology of deep convection influencing the air masses sampled. Section 4 discusses the observed TTL relative humidity distributions. Section 5 discusses the results from transport/cloud simulations of TTL relative humidity. A summary and discussion is provided in Section 6.

2. ATTREX measurements of TTL relative humidity, clouds, and tracers

The ATTREX Global Hawk flights during late winter/early spring of 2013 and 2014 provided extensive sampling of the TTL across the Pacific (Figure 2). The 2013 flights from NASA Armstrong Flight Research Center in California provided sampling over the central and eastern Pacific (centeastPac), and the 2014 flights from Guam sampled the western Pacific (westPac). The primary sampling strategy used for the Global Hawk flights was to profile continuously between about 14 km and the aircraft ceiling (≈16–19 km, depending on the remaining fuel load), with relatively brief level segments at the bottoms and tops of these profiles. Overall, the ATTREX campaigns provided about 300 vertical profiles through the TTL.

Given the critical importance of water vapor measurements for the ATTREX science objectives, two hygrometers were included in the Global Hawk payload, both of which were sensitive enough to provide good accuracy and precision at the low mixing ratios encountered in the tropical tropopause layer.

The NOAA-H2O two-channel, internal-path tunable diode laser hygrometer measured both water vapor (using a sideways-facing inlet) and enhanced total water (using a forward-facing inlet) [Thornberry et al., 2015]. An on-board calibration system is used to ensure measurement accuracy during flight, and the total water vapor measurement is estimated to be ±5%+0.23 ppv [Thornberry et al., 2015]. Condensed-phase water (ice crystals) was enhanced by a factor of about 30–50, depending on altitude and airspeed. Measured ice crystal size distributions during ATTREX indicate that the error in the derived cloud ice water content (IWC) due to particle size-dependence of the enhancement factor is less than 2% for 95% of the observations [Rollins et al., 2016]. Overall uncertainty in the IWC determination is estimated to be 20%.

The Diode Laser Hygrometer (DLH) instrument is an external-path tunable diode laser hygrometer that achieves a long path (12.2 m) by directing the laser beam from the fuselage to a reflector on the wing and measuring the return signal. As a result, this instrument achieves high precision (50 ppbv for a 20 Hz data rate) and good accuracy (≈10%) even under dry TTL conditions [Podolske et al., 2002]. The agreement between water vapor concentrations measured by NOAA-H2O and DLH during ATTREX was excellent [Jensen et al., 2016b].

Calculation of accurate relative humidities also requires accurate measurements of temperature. Calibrated temperature, pressure, and wind velocity were measured with the Meteorological Measurement System (MMS) onboard the Global Hawk. The MMS measurements include corrections for aircraft attitude (pitch, roll, and yaw) changes, and the combined uncertainty in MMS temperature is about 0.3 K [Scott et al., 1990]. The resulting uncertainty in relative humidity is no larger than about 15%.

For distinguishing sampling times inside TTL cirrus from clear-sky segments, we use the Fast Cloud Droplet Probe
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Figure 1. Occurrence frequency of convection extending above potential temperatures of 370 (a), 360 (b), and 350 K (c) during January-February 2013. The cloud-top heights are derived from geostationary-satellite infrared measurements, with TRMM precipitation measurements used to distinguish convective clouds from in situ cirrus. The grey boxes indicate the westPac and centeastPac regions discussed in the text.
ATTREX late-winter 2013, 2014 science flights

Figure 2. ATTREX flight tracks (top panel) and height profiles (bottom panel). The 2013 flight paths are shown with blue lines, and the 2014 flight paths are green (Guam local flights) and red (transits) lines. The subsets of flights in the westPac and centeastPac regions are indicated by the grey boxes.

(FCDP), which measures the scattering from individual ice crystals and infers the particle size [O'Connor et al., 2008; Lance et al., 2010]. We define in-cloud measurements as those with FCDP ice concentrations greater than 50 L⁻¹. Clear-sky regions are defined as those with FCDP concentrations less than 15 L⁻¹. The results shown below are not strongly sensitive to the values of these thresholds.

We also use ozone measurements to subdivide the RHI measurements based on air mass origin. During the 2014 ATTREX westPac campaign, ozone was measured with a Model 205 UV photometer from 2B technologies providing 5-sec samples [ref]. During the 2013 ATTREX campaign, ozone was measured with the NOAA dual-beam UV absorption photometer providing 2-Hz samples [Gao et al., 2012]. The latter instrument provided greater precision, but the accuracy and precision both instruments are adequate for the current purpose of general subdivision of RHI measurements into low, middle, and high ozone regimes.

3. Meteorological setting

As discussed above, rapid vertical transport in deep convection is an important source of water in the TTL. Once the convection driving deep tropical storms has subsided, ice crystals and saturated air are left behind in the upper troposphere. The ice crystals tend to sediment out relatively quickly, leaving behind a volume of air with relative humidity with respect to ice near 100% (ice saturation). We derive the frequency distribution of convective clouds extending into the TTL from geostationary satellite measurements of infrared cloud top and precipitation [Pfister et al., 2001; Bergman et al., 2012]. The cloud-top heights determined from infrared brightness temperatures are adjusted to provide a statistical match with CALIPSO lidar measurements of cloud tops. Figure 1 shows the convective cloud frequency above different potential temperature levels over the Pacific region for January-February 2013; the January-February 2014 convective cloud distribution is very similar to 2013. Convection extending into the lower TTL (up to about 360 K) is common the westPac region south of about 10°N, with convection occasionally extending into the upper TTL in the southern part of the westPac region. Deep convection reaching the TTL is far less common in the centeastPac region, with occurrence frequencies generally less than 1%.

Following Pfister et al. [2001] and Ueyama et al. [2014], we determine the time since most recent encounters with deep convection for air masses along the flight tracks by running diabatic back trajectories from the flight track locations and times, and tracing the trajectories through fields of convective cloud-top height derived from the 3-hourly
geostationary-satellite infrared brightness temperature and precipitation fields. We use 40-day trajectories launched along the ATTREX flight tracks. The trajectory launch locations along the flight tracks are chosen to be no more than 0.2 degrees apart; in aircraft ascents and descents, closer spacing is used such that the vertical separation between two consecutive launch locations is no more than 0.15 km. ERA-interim wind and temperature fields are used. Vertical motion is diagnosed using the online calculations of radiative heating by Yang et al. [2010]. Although individual trajectories typically diverge substantially from actual air parcel paths within a week or two [Podglajen et al., 2016; Bergman et al., 2016], we suggest that the trajectory-based calculations at least provide a qualitative picture of longitudinal and height variations in convective influence.

The calculated frequency distributions of the number of days since most recent deep convection are plotted for the westPac flights and the centeastPac flights in Figure 3. Curves corresponding to segments of flights in different potential temperature ranges are shown with different colors. (In the next section, relative humidity distributions are shown versus temperature since this is the variable that largely controls RHI. The data indicates distinct features in temperature ranges of 185–190 K, 190–200 K, and 200–205 K. Hence, we separate the convective influence statistics into potential temperature ranges approximately corresponding to these temperature ranges.) The primary contrast between the westPac and centeastPac is apparent in the lowermost TTL (potential temperatures below about 363 K corresponding to temperatures greater than about 200 K). Considering only the parcels that intersected convection within 40 days in this lower-TTL layer, the median time since most recent convection was 3.0 days in the westPac and 12.3 days in the centeastPac. Also, essentially all air masses sampled in the westPac lower TTL intersected convection within 40 days, whereas 12% of air masses sampled in the centeastPac lower TTL did not encounter convection along the 40-day back trajectories. In the middle (363–375 K potential temperature) and upper (375–400 K potential temperature) TTL, the mean time since convective influence and fraction of air masses that intersected deep convection are comparable in the westPac and centeastPac regions.

The TTL relative humidity along the aircraft flight tracks is also necessarily affected by both the temperatures at the sampling locations as well as the temperature histories of the air masses sampled. Air parcels that experienced cold temperatures prior to the measurement times will have been dehydrated by cloud formation and ice sedimentation. If the air parcels are then advected into much warmer regions, the relative humidity can be quite low. We use the trajectories described above to investigate the temperature histories experienced by air parcels along the flight paths. Figure 4 shows the height distributions of mean temperatures along the aircraft flight tracks as well as the mean minimum temperatures experienced along the 40-day back trajectories versus the potential temperature along the flight track.

**Figure 3.** Frequency distributions of days since most recent convective encounter are plotted based on trajectory analysis from times and locations along the ATTREX flight paths. (a) 2014 western Pacific flights; (b) 2013 central/eastern Pacific flights. Different colors correspond to flight segments in different ranges of potential temperature corresponding to the different temperature regimes in the RHI distributions. The fraction of time along the flight tracks for which back trajectories did not intersect convection within 40 days are indicated in the legend. More recent convective influence in the western Pacific is apparent, particularly in the lower TTL.

**Figure 4.** The mean ERA-interim temperatures along the flight paths are plotted versus final potential temperature for the ATTREX-2014 (solid dark blue curve) and ATTREX-2013 (dashed blue curve) campaigns. Also shown are the mean minimum temperatures along 40-day back trajectories from the flight tracks (2014: solid red; 2013: dashed red curves). The horizontal bars indicate the standard deviations of the final and minimum temperatures.
The most prominent difference between the 2014 (westPac) and 2013 (centeastPac) temperature statistics is the much warmer final temperatures along the 2013 flight tracks in the eastPac. Air parcels sampled in the lower TTL during 2013 and 2014 experienced similar minimum temperatures (primarily because most of the trajectories from the centeastPac flight tracks passed through the western-Pacific cold pool).

The tropical tropopause temperatures are sensitive to the phase of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) [Baldwin et al., 2001]. The QBO was in the easterly phase during the 2013 ATTREX deployment and the westerly phase during the 2014 deployment. Correspondingly, the tropopause temperatures were 1–2 K colder in 2013. Both the 2013 and 2014 deployments occurred in near-neutral ENSO periods.

4. TTL relative humidity distributions over the Pacific

We use the ATTREX DLH water vapor and MMS meteorological measurements to generate frequency distributions of RHI in 1-K temperature bins (Figure 5). WestPac RHI distributions (left column) are compared with those in the centeastPac (right column). Several interesting features are evident. In the westPac flights, the lower TTL (temperatures greater than about 195 K) is near ice saturation (RHI ≃ 100%) most of the time, whereas in the eastern Pacific, clear-sky lower-TTL relative humidities are typically very low. Relative humidities are near 100% inside lower-TTL clouds in the 2013 centeastPac measurements, but as noted by Rollins et al. [2016], cirrus were rarely encountered in the lower TTL on the centeastPac flights. The observed contrast between westPac and centeastPac lower TTL relative humidities can likely be attributed at least partly to the geographic distribution of deep convection reaching the TTL over the Pacific (see Section 3). Namely, the frequent convection reaching the lower TTL in the westPac provides a steady source of ice saturated air, whereas the absence of deep convection over the centeastPac implies that the lower TTL airmasses have been subsiding and drying (at levels where radiative cooling prevails) for weeks since their most recent encounters with humid air detrained from deep convection.

At the lowest temperatures sampled (185–190 K), RHI values near 100% occur most of the time, even in clear-sky regions. If we follow an air parcel upward through the TTL, it will necessarily be saturated (or supersaturated) with respect to ice when it reaches its coldest temperature along its trajectory. Therefore, it makes sense that air sampled at the lowest TTL temperatures will typically be near ice saturation. Subsaturated air is sometimes encountered even at temperatures as low as 185 K. These cases presumably correspond to air parcels that have previously experienced even lower temperatures; tropical cold-point tropopause temperatures as low as ≤178 K have been observed.

At temperatures between about 190 and 200 K, low relative humidities occur frequently, and the highest-probability RHI values approximately follow a constant H₂O mixing ratio curve (dotted curve in Figure 5 corresponding to a parcel undergoing adiabatic ascent/descent with a mixing ratio of about 2 ppmv at 100 hPa). In the centeastPac data, the predominance of dry air extends to temperatures above 200 K. We hypothesize that prevalence of air dehydrated to such low mixing ratios through much of the TTL stems from the combination of slow vertical advection (implying long residence times) and large temperature variations driven by both waves and horizontal advection through regional temperature variations [Holton and Gettelman, 2001]. These factors imply that most air in the middle-upper TTL has experienced low temperatures and been dehydrated to correspondingly low H₂O mixing ratios.

The temperature statistics shown in Figure 4 also help to explain the nearly-constant water vapor mixing ratio observed in the middle and upper TTL (Figure 5). For potential temperatures above about 368 K, most air parcels experienced relatively cold (≥187 K or colder) temperatures within the previous 40 days. Thus, most of the air parcels had been dehydrated to H₂O mixing ratios of about 2 ppmv. Across the entire temperature range, observed relative humidities were near ice saturation when ice concentrations exceeded 50 L⁻¹ (the in-cloud data shown in Figures 5c and f). In the centeastPac, the in-cloud RHI distributions at temperatures above about 188 K are noisy because few clouds were sampled. Even in the westPac, there is some scatter around RHI=100% inside TTL cirrus, which can be attributed to both measurement uncertainty (about 10–15%) and real supersaturation and subsaturation in the clouds [Krämer et al., 2009].

The time scales for quenching of supersaturation in TTL cirrus (which typically have relatively low ice concentrations) can be on the order of hours [Jensen et al., 2013], and wave-driven temperature oscillations can force relative humidities well away from 100% within the clouds [Krämer et al., 2009].

Further insight can be gained from subdividing the western Pacific data into different ranges of measured ozone concentration (Figure 6). As noted by Rex et al. [2014] and Pan...
et al. [2015], relatively low ozone concentrations (< 50 ppbv) commonly occur in the upper troposphere over the western Pacific, primarily resulting from frequent deep convective transport of clean maritime air to the upper troposphere [Folkins et al., 2002; Pan et al., 2013]. In air masses sampled near or above the tropopause, higher ozone concentrations generally occur, primarily as a result of mixing with ozone-rich stratospheric air, but photochemical production of ozone and transport from polluted regions can also play important roles [Florin et al., 2011]. In the western Pacific air masses sampled with O$_3$ < 50 ppbv, RHI values near 100% prevail across the entire temperature range. The high frequency of saturated air in the low ozone regions sampled is consistent with low ozone indicating relatively recent de-strainment from maritime deep convection. Since deep convection detrains large amounts of ice, air masses recently detrained from deep convection will necessarily have relative humidities near 100%. When the ozone concentration is somewhat higher (50–100 ppbv, Figure 6b), lower relative humidities begin to dominate the statistics in the middle TTL (at temperatures between about 190 and 195 K). In air sampled with even higher ozone concentrations corresponding to the lower stratosphere (100–300 ppbv, Figure 6c), the tail of dry air extends to warmer temperatures.

In the centeastPac ATTREX measurements, ozone mixing ratios less than 50 ppbv rarely occur because of the lack of local convection reaching the TTL in the region (Figure 1). The centeastPac RHI distributions for ozone mixing ratio ranges of 50–100 ppbv and 100–300 ppbv look similar except that the water vapor mixing ratios in the lower-ozone subset are somewhat higher than those in the higher-ozone subset at temperatures greater than 190 K (not shown).

The contrast between the western Pacific lower and upper TTL can be further examined by comparing the frequency distributions of total water (vapor plus ice). We use the 2014 NOAA forward-facing inlet measurements of vapor and condensed mass to compute these distributions at temperatures less than 190 K (upper TTL) and greater than 200 K (lower TTL), with the temperature limits guided by the RHI distributions shown in Figure 5. In order to facilitate direct comparison of the different temperature regimes, we compute relative humidities by dividing the total water vapor mixing ratios by the saturation mixing ratio. As shown in Figure 7, the RHI calculated from western Pacific total water measurements shows more variability in the lower TTL than in the upper TTL, presumably because of the intermittent injections of ice and vapor by deep convection.

Several factors likely contribute to the stark contrast between the westPac and centeastPac lower-TTL relative humidities (Figure 5), including the contrast in convective influence (Figures 1 and 3) and the contrast in temperatures (Figure 4). As shown in Figure 8, the lower-TTL water vapor mixing ratios are also quite different in the westPac and centeastPac. Most of the lower-TTL measurements in the centeastPac indicated H$_2$O mixing ratios of a few parts per million (similar to the upper TTL and suggesting subsidence
of dry air into the lower TTL), whereas values ranging from 10–20 ppmv predominate in the western Pacific lower-TTL measurements.

5. Simulations of TTL relative humidity

For simulation of RHI distributions in the air masses sampled during ATTREX, we use the semi-Lagrangian, one-dimensional cloud model described by Jensen and Pfister [2004] and Ueyama et al. [2014, 2015]. Specifically, following Ueyama et al. [2014], we run 40-day diabatic back trajectories from times and locations along each of the ATTREX 2013 and 2014 flight tracks in the tropics using ERA-interim horizontal winds and diabatic heating rates calculated offline by Yang et al. [2010]. The trajectory-curtain spacing along the flight tracks is the same as for the parcel trajectories described above (every 0.3 degree horizontal distance or 0.2 km vertical distance, whichever is smaller). Along each of these trajectories, we extract vertical profiles of temperature from the ERA-interim fields. The resulting temperature curtains (temperature versus height and time along the trajectories) are used to drive one-dimensional simulations of TTL cirrus formation and water vapor. The model tracks thousands of individual ice crystals to represent the clouds, and physical processes simulated include homogeneous freezing ice nucleation, sedimentation, deposition growth, and sublimation.

As described by Ueyama et al. [2014, 2015], the influence of deep convection on the vertical profile of humidity in the model is treated by tracing the trajectories through geostationary-satellite infrared fields of convective cloud-top height. Whenever the trajectories pass through convective clouds with heights extending into the TTL, we set the humidity profile up to the cloud top to the saturation mixing ratio.

Figure 7. Frequency distributions of relative humidity with respect to ice computed with the 2014 NOAA-H2O vapor measurements (green curves) and total water measurements (red curves). (a) temperatures less than 190 K (upper TTL); (b) temperatures greater than 200 K (lower TTL).

Figure 8. Same as Figure 5 except that water vapor mixing ratio frequency distributions are shown for the 2014 (top panel) and 2013 (bottom panel) campaigns. The dashed line shows the saturation mixing ratio versus temperature.

Figure 9. Simulated frequency distributions of relative humidity versus temperature along the ATTREX-2014 (western Pacific) and ATTREX-2013 (central and eastern Pacific) flight tracks. The dotted lines indicating 2 ppmv H2O mixing ratio are included to facilitate comparison with the measured RHI frequency distributions (Figure 5).
The water vapor profiles in these simulations are initialized with MLS observations; however sensitivity experiments indicate that changing the initial humidity profiles has no significant impact on the final humidity profiles.

For comparison with the aircraft measurements of RHI frequency distributions, we compute the distributions of RHI at the final times in the trajectory curtain simulations and at the potential temperatures corresponding to the aircraft altitudes along the flight tracks. The distributions of relative humidity versus temperature from simulations along the ATTREX-2014 and ATTREX-2013 flights with convective influence included are shown in Figure 9. The trajectory-curtain simulations reproduce most of the features seen in the observed RHI frequency distributions (Figure 5a,d). The simulated western-Pacific RHI frequency distribution shows predominance of saturated air in the upper and lower TTL. The simulated centeastPac RHI frequency distribution shows high relative humidities are common at the lowest temperature, but dry air dominates in the lower TTL (in agreement with the measurements). The middle-to-upper TTL (temperature less than about 195 K) RHIs in the model are somewhat lower than indicated by the observations. We hypothesize that this difference is related to the somewhat higher ice concentrations produced in the model by homogeneous freezing than indicated by the ATTREX TTL cirrus measurements (see Jensen et al. [2016a]). The numerous ice crystals in the simulations deplete vapor in excess of saturation more effectively than occurs in the real atmosphere.

As a test of the hypothesis that the saturated air in the western-Pacific lower TTL is driven by convective influence, we ran the simulations with convective influence excluded from the model. The resulting RHI frequency distributions (Figure 10a) do indicate more frequent occurrence of dry air than in the simulations with convective influence, but saturation still prevails much of the time. As discussed above, the vertical level of zero radiative heating is particularly low over the western Pacific, implying that air is essentially rising throughout the TTL over this region, which will raise the relative humidity. To investigate whether the eastern/western Pacific contrast in lower-TTL relative humidities could be attributed to the geographic distribution of TTL vertical motion, we ran the ATTREX-2014 simulations both excluding convective influence and using the tropical-mean heating rate profile including only regions outside the western Pacific. The resulting RHI frequency distribution (Figure 10b) shows that the relative humidities were further reduced near the very bottom of the TTL where subsidence prevails outside the westPac TTL. However, the simulated lower-TTL westPac relative humidities are still higher than the observed centeastPac values. Note that the westPac simulation including convection (Figure 9a) best reproduces the observed absence of dry air in the lower TTL.

6. Summary and Discussion

We have used airborne in situ measurements of water vapor, temperature, pressure, and ozone to quantify the distribution of relative humidity with respect to ice over the Pacific versus temperature and longitude during the late-January through early-March time period. A number of notable features are evident in the measured RHI distributions (see Figure 5):

1. The lower-TTL (temperatures greater than about 195 K) relative humidity is typically near ice saturation in the western Pacific, but very low relative humidities were measured most of the time in the central/eastern Pacific.

2. As expected, relative humidities near ice saturation (RH = 100%) occur most of the time when the aircraft was sampling inside TTL cirrus, although substantial in-cloud supersaturations and subsaturations exist.

3. At the lowest temperatures sampled (<190 K), the relative humidity is typically near or above 100%, presumably because lower temperatures and dehydration to lower H_2O concentrations did not routinely occur upstream of the coldest air parcels sampled. In other words, at the locations where very cold air was encountered by the aircraft, the air parcels sampled were often near their minimum temperatures.

4. At temperatures between about 190 and 200 K, low relative humidities and approximately constant water vapor mixing ratios of < 2 ppmv occur frequently, indicating that most of the air masses in the middle-to-upper TTL over the Pacific had experienced cold temperatures and dehydration to low H_2O mixing ratios.

5. In air masses sampled with relatively low ozone concentration (<50 ppbv), relative humidities are near 100% across the entire TTL temperature range, consistent with the expectations that the low ozone in the TTL is driven by deep convective transport from the clean, maritime lower troposphere, and air detrained from deep convection will be saturated with respect to ice.

The general features of the RHI distributions are consistent with the late-winter meteorological environment over the Pacific. Convective transport to the lower TTL occurs much more frequently over the western Pacific than over the central/eastern Pacific (Figure 1), which no doubt contributes to the contrast between the high relative humidities observed in the western Pacific flights and the much lower humidities measured in the central/eastern Pacific lower TTL. Trajectory analysis shows that lower-TTL air parcels sampled in the central/eastern Pacific had recently experienced similar minimum temperatures as those sampled in the western Pacific, even though the central/eastern lower-TTL air masses sampled were much warmer than those in the western Pacific (Figure 4). This contrast contributes to the observed east-west gradient in relative humidities, although the water vapor mixing ratios were also.
much lower in the central/eastern Pacific lower-TTL measurements (Figure 8).

We have also used one-dimensional simulations along trajectories driven by meteorological analysis fields to simulate the relative humidities along the aircraft flight tracks. The cloud model used includes the important effects of ice nucleation, ice crystal deposition growth, and sedimentation on TTL water vapor concentration. Convective influence on TTL humidity is included using satellite measurements of convective cloud top height and temperature oscillations driven by waves not resolved by the analyses are included. The simulations generally reproduce the RHI distribution features indicated by the observations (Figure 9). Sensitivity tests indicate that although the geographic distributions of convective influence and TTL vertical motion contribute to the east-west contrast in lower-TTL relative humidity, these factors alone do not explain the observed contrast, and the warmer centennial Pacific temperatures are likely a strong contributing factor. Nonetheless, the simulations show the strong sensitivity of TTL relative humidities to convective influence and vertical motion. Comparison between global-model distributions of RH and observed distributions should be useful for evaluation of the representations of convective influence and vertical motion in the models.
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